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Advertise .in the
TEXAS STANDARD
Do you sell to the school and
school teachers in Texas 7
Do you sell to the Negro
school teachers 7
As a group, the Negro
teachers are a new, strong
market for you if you sell a
product or service that they
and their schools use or
n~ed. It is time fo you to
make a decision now - if
you want to reach this influential group.

Your best, in fact the only,
medium in Texas which
reaches a big maiority of the
Negro principals, supervisors
and classroom teachers in
this state is this publication.
TEXAS STANDARD maga ..
zine is published every other
month during the_school year
(five issues) with a guaranteed circulation · of I0,000.
To reach this new and vital
market, you should use
TEXAS STANDARD as your
adveriising medium. Yes, it
is time for you to decide to
advertise in the T E X A S
STANDARD if you want to
increase your sales.

TEXAS STANDARD
Official Publication
Teachers State Association
of Texas

~)EPTEMBER-OCTOBER, 1961

The Minimum Foundation Program
Enactment of legislation to implement recommendations of the Haile-Aiken
Study is a creditable achievement of the 57th Legislature. Governor Price
Daniel and members of the Legislature deserve commendations for their efforts
to insure higher educational standards.
Several observations regarding the Minimum Foundation Program, and the
campaign for enactment of legislation, seem worthy of note. First, progress
in education must not be left to evolutionary processes. Whether the consideration is better schools, a humanitarian cause, economic security, or any other
action related to the common good of mankind, collective strength of individuals and groups must be brought to bear to stimulate legislative action.
Second, the organized profession of teachers must accept some responsibility
for stagnation that has characterized our public school systems over the years.
Certainly, the role played by the Texas State Teachers Association in promoting
legislation for the Minimum Foundation Program is evidence that the organized
profession of teachers can accelerate action of legislative b~dies. Though help
came from many sources, TST A was in the forefront throughout the legislative
campaign.
Third, the legislative action does not guarantee higher educational standards ;
it merely provides the means whereby teachers will be able to perform at higher
levels. Even with provisions of the Minimum Foundation Program, educational
standards will be lowered if teachers become more interested in the facilities
for teaching than in the subjects of their instruction. Higher standards will
come only when teachers, individually and collectively, center their professional
concern in development of the students they teach.
Fourth, the Minimum Foundation Program imposes an obligation upon
TSAT and its affiliate units - local and district associations. It is the obligation
to plan and promote an active program which stimulates appreciation for
higher educational standards and seeks to promote the welfare of teachers advancement in the profession; improvement of working conditions ; security
of employment.

UNITED MEMBERSHIP CAMPAIGN
Problems of the teaching profession are numerous and varied. Some are
local in nature and require action at the local level. Other problems are state
and national in scope and demand statewide and national action. When we
review the remarkable progress of education within recent decades, we note
contributions from all levels of our professional organizations - local, district,
state, and national.
In planning membership campaigns for 1961-62, leaders and workers are
urged to keep in mind TSA T's commitment to a united profession. Without
strong local units, our state and national associations cannot fulfill. their functions
in promoting the welfare of teachers and improving the program of education.
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President's · Message

Bold Suggestions For Bold Peopl~

T. V. GLOVER
TSAT President
1960-1961

Bold Suggestions for Bold Pe_ople
Movement is one of the characteristics of life. Living things in the
animal world and in the plant give
evidence of this characteristic by movement. No animal that is living will
long remain the same size, no plant
that is living will r-etain the same
stature throughout its life time.
These changes referred to come
through movement of particles within
the structure. In animals, locomotion
must be reckoned with as a characteristic of change. As with living plants
and animals so it is with living institutions which men hav-e fashioned to
serve them.
In a sense, living institutions move
from one kind of program and from
one emphasis to another in their effort
to satisfy the purpose for · which they
were created. The Teachers State Association of Texas is no different from
any other live institution. It is moving.
Such movement is predicated
upon its effort to keep its date with
destiny-maximum service to its members.
The only excuse for an organization
4

like the Teachers State Association of
Texas is that it can serve its members
in a peculiar manner. It can serve its
members in a manner that no other
organization can serve them. The basic
function of this kind of organization
is realized only when its members receive the kind of service which was
envisioned in its inception. Any other
course is disastrous, and the -excuse
for the existence of the organization
is no longer valid.
The Teachers State Association of
Texas is i-n position to render a most
valuable service to its members through
movement-the characteristic of life.
The program which it essays to render is one which is formulated upon
opinions of members gathered through
various media. These opinions when
summarized serve as guidelines to action. Most rec-ent information and experiences point to, among many others,
two areas that need particular emphasis. The .first of these is in the
area of motivation of Negro youth;
the other is in the area of teacher .education and professional standards.
Consideration of the .first area in
need of attention and emphasis, motivation of Negro youth, reveals that our
boys and girls to a large degree and
,despite importunings of sincere in·structors do not "catch fire" in large
numbers. This lack of fire or enthusiasm accounts for their low level of
performance in the classroom.
When instructors have used all the
devices at their command and yet there
appears to be little achieved, it is time
for us to check the devices. If the
devices are working successfuily with
other groups, there must be some reason they do not work successfully with
our boys and girls. Achievement must
be bas-ed upon a desire and desire in
turn must be based upon a feeling of
need. There must be a feeling that
the learning pursued will be of worth.
The low achievement ceiling and int,erest level of our boys and girls could
be appreciably raised if they could see
the connection between what they are

doing in school and what they are gJing to do after school days are ove1.
It occurs to me that a partial a.1swer to this apathetic situation would
be the filming and showing of Negroes
engaged in respectable and .financiaI: y
rewarding vocational e n d e a v o r.
Through such film the student couid
establish empathy with the successful
person shown in the film; he cou ld
visualize himself in a similar or comparable position. Such .film would show
him that vocational respectibility and
decent remuneration were within his
grasp. Not only would such .film inspire him, but also reward the teacher.
The motivation of our boys and girls
is a peculiar problem. Peculiar problems require peculiar methods of attack for their solution. Therefore, I
have no hesitancy in recommending
that the Teachers State Association of
Texas boldly attack this problem by under-writing the cost of such project in
the interest of the teachers who are
members of the Association and in the
interest of the children whom they
teach.
Such a step would be evidence of the
willingness of teachers to monumentalize their avowed belief in our youth
.and would signal the recognition of
the vast possibilities of our association
to give meaning to its program. Yes!
We would be moving into significant
ar,eas and breathing life into a wo·rthwhile program.

Honor Roll Schools*
HUBBARD:

Phyllis Wheatley School
W. H. Truesdale,
Principal

WEST :

Dunbar School
M. 0. Robinson,
Principal

*As of August 28, 1961.
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The Freedom Program in Lampasas
Schools was conceived in the summer
of 1951, when Superintendent Harvey
Ballew, along with seventy-five other
administrators and teachers, attended a
three-week workship on economic understanding in Austin.
Objectives of the program were outlined by Superintendent Ballew in an
inaugural statement:

evitably promote death of human
liberty in our nation, and probably
in the world.

gressed, eight basic principles have
become the handbook of the Freedom
Program. The principles are:

Our hope is that our pupils will
fully realize that our nation still has
a government of the people, and by
the people; aQd that this heritage
will survive only as long as they assume individual responsibility for
instructing their governmental representatives what they are to do. We
want to be sure that our graduates
will enter college or the business
world knowing that complacency
or ignorance about America's unique
safeguards of human liberty will in-

Beginning with the first grade, and
continuing through high school, students are provided learning experiences
that are designed to broaden unde rstanding of our American way of life
and to stimulate a devotion to the
principles of freedom, liberty, and justice that have made this nation strong
and great. Also, the tenets of the
Communist Manifesto are contrasted
with democracy and representative
government. Based upon review and
study of results as the program pro-

1. BELIEF AND TRUST IN
GOD, as we understand Him . The
Constitution of the United States
guarantees the freedom to worship.
This is considered a priceless heritage.
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2. IMPORTANCE OF THE INDIVIDUAL. What each individual
makes of himself determines what
the world of tomorrow will be. If
the individual does not amount to

(Continued on Page 26)
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MINIMUM FOUNDATION
PROGRAM BILLS
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AS FINALLY PASSED AND SENT
TO THE GOVERNOR - SECOND
CALLED SESSION

By: A ikin and Hale

S. B. No. 1

AN ACT
BE IT ENACTED BY THE LEGISLATURE OF THE STATE OF TEXAS:
Section 1. Amend Sections 1 and 2
of Article IV of Senate Bill No. 116,
Chapter 3 34, 51 st Legislature, Regular
Session, 1949, as last amended by House
Bill No. 8, Chapter 390, Acts of the
55th Legislature, Regular Session, 1957,
(Article 2922-14, V. A. C. S. as amended) to read hereinafter as follows:
SALARY SCHEDULE •
"Section 1. Salary schedules. Beginning with the school year of 1961-62,
the Board of Trustees of each and every
school district in the State of Texas shall
pay their teachers upon a salary schedule
providing a minimum beginning base
salary, plus increments above the minimum for additional experience in teaching as hereinafter prescribed. The salaries fixed herein shall be regarded as
minimum salaries only and each district
may supplement such salaries.
" All teachers and administrators shall
have a valid Texas Certificate. Salary
mcrements for college training shall be
based upon training received at a college
recognized by the State Commissioner
of Education for the preparation of
teachers.
"Provided that payment of at least tl1e
minimum salary schedule provided herein shall be a condition precedent: ( 1) to
a school's participation in .the Foundation School Fund ; and ( 2) to its name
being placed or continued upon the official list of affiliated or accredited
schools. The annual salaries as provided
herein may be paid in twelve (12) payments at the discretion of the local school
boards.
"For the 1961-62 school year only the
6

annual salaries as provided herein may be
paid in such payments as are approved
by the local school boards, provided,
however, that no monthly payment shall
be less than eighty ( 80 % ) per cent of
the annual salary as provided in this
Section divided by the number of monthly payments to be made in the school
year, and further provided, that the annual salary for the school year 1961-62
of each professional position shall not
be less than the annual salary provided
herein.
"The salary of each professional position listed in Section 2 of Article II of
this Act shall be determined as follows:
" 1. Classroom Teachers. The annual
salary of classroom teachers shall be the
monthly base salary, plus increments,
multiplied by nine (9) ; provided that
if the length of the school term is less
than nine (9) months, the annual salaL-y
shall be such base salary and increments
multiplied by the number of months in
the term.

"a. The minimum base pay for a
classroom teacher who holds a Bachelor's
Degree and no higher shall be Four
Hundred Forty-six Dollars ($446) per
month. Six Dollars ( $6) per month
shall be added for each year of experience earned prior to 1961-62, but not to
exceed Seventy-two Dollars ($72), and
Twelve Dollars ($12) per month shall
be added for each year of teaching experience earned subsequent to 1960-61,
but not to exceed a total of One Hundred
Twenty Dollars ($120) per month.
"b. The minimum base pay for a
classroom teacher who has less than a
Bachelor's Degree shall be Three Hundred Thirteen Dollars ( $313) per month.
Six Dollars ( $6) per month shall be
added for each year of experience earned
prior to 1961-62, but not to e~ceed
Seventy-two Dollars ( $72) , and Twelve
Dollars ( $12) per month shall be added
for each year of teaching experience
earned subsequent to 1960-61, but not
to exceed a total of One Hundred Twenty
Dollars ( $120) per month.

"c. The minimum monthly base p~y
for a classroom teacher who holds a
Master's Degree shall be Four Hundred
Seventy-one Dollars ($471) per monti,.
Six Dollars ( $6) per month shall ce
added for each year of experience earned
prior to 1961-62, but not to exceed Or,e
Hundred Fifty-six Dollars ( $156), and
Twelve Dollars ($12) per month shall
be added for each year of teaching experience earned subsequent to 1960-61,
but not to exceed a total of Two Hundred Four Dollars ($204) per month.
" 2.

Vocational Teachers.

a. The minimum monthly base pay
and increments for teaching experience
for a vocational teacher conducting a
nine (9), ten (10), or twelve (12 )
months vocational program approved by
the State Commissioner of Education
shall be the same as that of a classroom
teacher as provided herein; provided that
vocational trade and industrial teachers
have qualifications approved by the State
Board of Vocational Education shall be
eligible for the minimum monthly base
pay for a classroom teacher who holds
a recognized Bachelor's Degree and a
valid teacher's certificate.
"The annual salary of vocational
teachers shall be the monthly base salary,
plus increments, multiplied by nine (9),
ten ( 1O), or twelve ( 12) as applicable.
"Provided that the minimum salaries
hereinabove prescribed for vocational
teachers mean total salaries of such
teachers to be received for public school
instruction, whether they be paid out of
state and/or Federal funds. Provided,
further that none of the provisions of
this Act shall apply to teachers in distributive adult education.
"Expenses where allowable shall be
paid from a sepatate Vocational Fund.
No such expense shall be counted as part
of the cost of the Minimum Foundation
School Program.
"3. Special Service Teachers. The
minimum monthly base salary and increments for teaching experience for speciai
service teachers shall be the same
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tr ;se provided herein for classroom
te chers. The annual salary of such
te chers shall be th_e monthly base salary
pl 1s increments, multiplied by nine (9).
"Provided that a registered nurse shall
bL considered, for the purpose of comp' ting salaries, as having a Bachelor's
L-?gree; and that a librarian having a
re.:ognized certificate or degree based
ur on five ( 5) years of recognized college training therefor shall be considered
as having a Master's Degree.
"4. Teachers of Exceptional Children.
The minimum monthly base salary and
increments for teaching experience for
teachers of exceptional children shall be
th e same as that prescribed in this Act
for classroom teachers. The annual salary
for such teachers shall be the monthly
base salary, plus increments, multiplied
by nine ( 9) , except that in cases where
the State Commissioner of Education approves such a unit for more than nine
·(9) months, the annual salary shall be
the monthly base salary, plus increments,
multiplied by the number of months approved by the State Commissioner of
Ed ucation.
"5. Supervisors and/or Counsellors.
The minimum monthly base salary and
incremeots for teaching experience for
supervisors or councellors shall be the
same as that prescribed in this Act for
classroom teachers to which shall be
ad ded Thirty Dollars ($30) per month.
The annual salary for such supervisors
or counsellors shall be the monthly base
salary, plus increments, multiplied by
ten (10).
"6

l
f
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f
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Principais.

a. The minimum monthly base salary and increments for teaching experi.
ence for full-time principals shall be
the same as that prescribed in this Act
fo r classroom teachers, to which shall be
added twenty ( 20%) per cent as an
administrative - increment. The annual
s~tlary for such full-time principals shall
h the monthly base salary, plus increc ents, multi plied by eleven ( 11).
"b. The classroom teacher who serves
, part-time principal on a campus to
'· nich are assigned seven (7) or more
, 1ssroom teacher units shall receive an
, !ditional salary allowance equal to fifen ( 15 % ) per cent of his salary. The
• 1nual salary of a part-time principal
1 ·,all be the monthly base salary, plus

· ::PTEMBER-OCTOBER, 1961

increments multiplied by nine and onehalf (9½).
"c. The classroom teacher who serves
as a part-time principal on a campus to
which are assigned three ( 3) to six ( 6)
classrooms teacher units shall receive an
additional salary allowance equal to eight
(8%) per cent of his salary. This parttime principal shall be designated 'head
teacher.' In addition to the allotment of
part-time principals as provided in Article
III, Section 1, Subsection 6, districts containing an accredited high school and
having fewer than nine (9) classroom
teacher units shall be granted one ( 1)
head teacher. The annual salary of such
a part-time principal shall be the monthly base salary, plus increments, multiplied by nine ( 9) .
''7.

Superintendents.

"a. The minimum monthly base salary
and increments for teaching experience
for superintendents shall be the same as
that provided in this Act for classroom
teachers, to which shall be added an administrative increment on the basis of
the following formula: districts eligible
for fewer than si,cteen (16) classroom
teacher units, twenty ( 20%) per cent;
sixteen ( 16) to forty-nine ( 49) classroom teacher units, twenty-five {25%)
per cent; fifty {50) to ninety-nine {99)
classroom teacher units, thirty ( 30%)
per cent; one hundred ( 100) to one
hundred forty-nine ( 149) classroom
teacher units, thirty-five ( 3 5% ) per cent;
and one hundred fifty ( 150) or more
classroom teacher units, forty ( 40%) per
cent.
"b. The annual salary for superintendents shall be the monthly base salary,
plus increments, multiplied by twelve
{12).
"Section 2. The total cost of professional salaries of positions allowable
for purposes of this Act shall be determined by application of the salary schedule to the total number of approved
professional units, provided that such
professional units are serviced by approved professional position employments."
Sec. 2. Amend Section 1 of Article
V of Senate Bill No. ' 116, supra, as
amended by House Bill No. 367, Chapter 241, Acts of the 53rd Legislature,
Regular Session, 1953 (Article 2922-15,
Section 1, V. A. C. S., as amended) t-.J
read hereafter as follows:

•·section 1. Services. Current Operating Costs. The total current operating
cost for such school district, other than
professional salaries and transportation,
shall be determined by multiplying the
number of approved classroom teacher
units and exceptional children teacher
units by Six Hundred Dollars ($600)
and grants therefor shall be _allotted."
Sec. 3. Amend Subsections ( 2) · (a)
and (b) of Section 2 of Article V of
Senate Bill No. 116, supra, as amended
by Senate Bill No. 102, Chapter 409,
Acts of the 5 5th Legislature, Regular
Session, 1957 (Article 2922-15, Section
2, Subsections (2) (a) and (b) ,
V. A. C. S.), to read hereafter as follows:
" ( 2) The total annual transportation
cost allotment for each district or county shall be based upon the following
formula:
" (a) A typical bus route is de.fined
as being from forty-five ( 45) to fifty.five ( 5 5) miles of daily travel and composed of sixty ( 60%) per cent surfaced
roads and forty ( 40%) per cent dirt
roads, over which fifteen ( 15) or more
pupils who live two ( 2) or more miles
from school are transported.
" (b) Allowable total base costs of
maintenance, operation, salaries, depreciation, etc., for . each bus shall be:
7 2 capacity bus

$2,730 per year

60-71 capacity bus

2,630 per year

49-59 capacity bus

2,530 per year

42-48 capacity bus

2,430 per year

30-41 capacity bus

2,330 per year

20-29 capacity bus

2,230 per year

15-19 capacity bus

1,830 per year

"The capacity of a bus shall be interpreted as the number of eligible children
being transported who live two ( 2) or
more miles from school along the approved route served by the bus. A bus
that makes two ( 2) or more routes or
serves two ( 2) or more schools shall
be considered as having a capacity equal
to the largest number of eligible children
on the bus at any one time."
PROFESSIONAL UNITS
Sec. 7. Beginning with the school year
1961-62, the number of professional
units allotted to school districts which
operate and have operated for at least
( Continued on Page 26)
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Improving Instruction Through
In-Service Programs
by SARAH
ELIZABETH FERGUSON*
* Mrs. Sarah Elizabeth Ferguson is a teacher
of mathematics, Everett Junior High School,
San Francisco, California.

As if in response to Margaret Mead's
imperative, "We must devise a way to
keep our teachers abreast, abreast of how
the world is changing for the chidl," 1
in institutions of higher learning are
reorganizing and improving their teacher
education programs. "However, regardless of the excellence of the work in
teacher training institutions, every school
system needs a good in-service program
for the continued professional growth of
teachers ." 2
Spears emphasizes that in its need
for something for teachers to grow
on, in-service has taken over in curriculum planning - the improvement
of instruction. 3
These particular areas of emphasis
in curriculum planning through inservice programs indicate that the
intellectual leaders of contemporary
American society are increasingly aware
of the originality to be nurtured in every
man through education for deversity.
An informal survey of experienced
teachers' evaluations of in-service courses
they have taken produced not a continuum ranging from enthusiasm down
through indifference to sharp criticism,
but, rather, revealed a polarization of
opinions: In-service courses are viewed
.as either instruction-improving or incomeimproving.
Here are a few responses typical of
the negative pole:
" In-service courses? I'll tell you how
they help. They are an easy way to get
'.l raise. You don't even have to take off
during the summer to go to school."
" If I'm going to sp~nd -my time, I
want college credit for it, so every other
year or so I take a course at State."
" After tonight I'm dropping this
course. You would have to study to keep
up. "
" It all sounds good, but none of it
works m the classroom. If it were not

8

for the money, I would never bother with
them."
Learning is inevitable. Teachers become more imaginative, creative with
each exposure to learning, albeit
that exposure is less than the ideal
prescribed by Robert Louis Stevenson for
cultivating creativity. 9 "Saturate yourject ... and wait."
Such justification for do_ing the
right thing: taking in-service courses,
for the wrong reason: salary increment, lends credence to Lipset's thesis
that America is an "ends-oriented"
rather than " means-oriented" society.
"The game must be won no matter
what methods are employed to win
it" .10
Many responses at the positive end of
the opinion pole involved in-service
courses investigating the dramatically new
contents in mathematics: Materials from
the School Mathematics Group (SMSG),
and in English : Structural linquistics
One such course offered to teachers who
volunteered to be among the first to teach
SMSG in the junior high schools of Palo
Alto consisted of a series of lectures by
a Stanford professor on modern arithmetic. Subsequently another in-service
course in Palo Alto involved the teachers
of SMSG during their first year's actual
work with the materials in the classroom. The teachers met weekly with professors of both mathematics and pedagogy
to improve their own understanding of
the content innovations as well as their
presentations to students. As the new
mathematics program matured, nearly
optimum in-service courses were organized by the San Francisco Unified School
District, where prospective teachers of
SMSG were able to take m-se~ICe
courses that included resource persons
who were not only mathematicians and
teacher-trainers but also teachers experienced in handling SMSG.
A second cluster of positive responses

concerned a self-study type in-servi~e
course at Everett Junior High School,
located in a densely populated low-re t
area of San Francisco. The configuration
presented by the Everett Junior High
School community- economic disadvan.
tage and high pupil mobility, with the
academic deprivation consistently associ•
ated with them - may be seen as mi nimizing the sources of individual satisfaction to teachers. In 1958 a core of the
Everett faculty crystalized its dissatisfaction in a series of meetings from which
emerged a formal request that an inservice program be undertaken to study
the school. Previous local experiences
with similar ventures which had degenerated into in-service credit-bearing coffee
" klatches" prompted the administration
to stress the importance of "status leaders in creating an appropriate climate
for growth to take place" 11 by requiring,
first, the use of resource persons ( status
leaders) , and second, a steering committee to pre-plan agendas and to evaluate meetings.
With the steering committee in evaluation and planning sessions, resource
persons suggested ways of working with
and around the antagonisms they sensed
in individuals who felt threatened. Back
in the group meetings, the resource
people helped allay insecurities in the
total group by reiterating assurances m
many forms that suggestions for change
need not be interpreted to mean that
what is being changed is wrong nor that
these suggestions infer individual respo nsibility for creating the problems under
consideration.
The first two months' weekly meetings
of the 50 per cent of the faculty in
the program resulted in the compilati •
of a list of 29 problem area~Discipline ranked first in order of mgehcy. The immediate reaction by sorr:.
teachers to recognition of discipline 2 ·
the prime concern of the group was i.
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, ~riety of suggestions for additional punit ve measures to be instituted, such as
t ving a teacher the right to administer
c )rporal punishment himself. A 12
i int code of conduct was drafted, apf roved and promulgated. Boys were
~ 10m of the black leather jackets without
·hich they were subdued; tardiness,
t. 0isterousness in the halls, chronic failure of pupils to present themselves in
ciass with supplies were discouraged .
Grouping ranked second only to discipline as a source of teacher concern.
Teachers reported that in virtually every
class there were a few students for wham
no materials existed in the curriculum
at their reading level. The expert advice
of the resource people in coping with
this problem was followed : The school's
grouping system was eleborated to include three tracks instead of the existing
two. By the beginning of the spring
semester four classes had been organized
on the third track for students testing
less than fifth grade in reading skills.
The teachers who volunteered to handle
the new classes worked together in order
to reinforce learnings in subject areas
as well as to maximize the pupils sense
of security in the matter of expectations
from his several teachers.

On more intensive investigation of the
grouping problem, it was found that cliff erentiated instruction in reading was
indicated with third tract students. During the study of the second semester,
slow learners with less than 85 IQ and
less than fifth grade reading skills were
earmarked for a developmental reading
program. Children with IQ's of 90 or
more but who were reading below grade
level were identified for another type of
program called remedial reading. Arrangements were made to have a reading
specialist assigned to the school during
the school year, and the in-service course
for that year was planned around a series
~f lectures and demonstrations by other
reading experts.
The SMSG programs and the Everett
Junior High School self-study type inservice program were exciting examples
of the potential held by in-service programs for success in improving instruction when people work as members of
groups on problems that are significant
to them.11
Further, the Everett
Junior High School program records gave
abundant evidence of the fact that a
prime requisite for the success of any inservice program is the teacher-participant's own sense of security. Even as

the ancient Greek, Heraclitus, adjusted
his thinking to concede that he could
never step into the same river twice, 13
so the teacher will feel less distress at the prospect of curriculum
change knowing that he can never meet
the same class twice nor present the same
content twice.
(1)
(2)

( 3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)
(10)
(11)
( 12)
(13)
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Teaching Federal Income Taxes
Student Benefits
The Teaching Taxes Program provides students with training in one of
the important responsibilities of citizenship in a democracy. In addition,
it will help them come to know what
their tax dollars purchase. It also
helps them, in many instances, to assist
their parents in filing Federal income
tax returns.
Teaching Materials
Instruction material is in a handy
general tax kit which contains a
"Teaching Federal Income Taxes"
rnanual, instructions for preparing
·orm 1040, and blowups for classoom use of Forms 1040, 1040A,
_o4oW, and W-2.
For teachers in farm areas, a spe.ial far-m kit is available which includes
he general material listed above plus
ax instructions for farmers.
Student handbooks follow the teach:r' s instruction manual closely and the
')roblems are keyed to _the manual con-
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tents.

Annual Programing
Many teachers find that tax instruction affords the student an interesting
and desirable tie-in with the January
to mid-April Federal income tax filing
period. Whether you feel that tax instruction should be given then or at
another time is, of course, entirely
within your discretion.
Please Order Through
Your Principal
Internal Revenue Service Form No.
1742, Income Tax Instruction Order,
will be furnished to each school on our
mailing list in September. Whether
you are new to Teaching Taxes or are
reordering, please place your request
for 1962 Editions of "Teaching Federal Income Taxes" through your principal so that he can corrsider all of the
requirements for your school.
Distribution of the instruction material for the coming school year will
be made during January 1962.
The Internal Revenue District Office

in your area will be pleased to cooperate in your use of the tax instruction program.

Films Available
The Internal Revenue Service now
has available two 16mm sound movie films which teachers may find
ideally suited as an introduction or
supplement to the "Teaching Taxes"
program:
"Since the Beginning of Time"
(27 minutes) , tells the story of
what goes on behind _the scenes of
the world 's largest tax-collecting
agency.
"The Inevitable Day" (28 minutes), depicts present and future
Internal Revenue Service activities
affecting millions of the Nation's
taxpayers.
Prints may be obtained from your
District Office. Supplies are limited and orders should be placed
early, with a specific showing date
definitely scheduled .
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Use Of Closed-Circuits In lnstructiot
by HERMAN C. HENDERSON

DR. RONALD J. ROUSSEVE

"Discord in Brown and White," by
Ronald J. Rousseve, is a collection of
essays on Inter-group Relations in the
United States.
The book, published by Vantage
Press, is a " fine achievement of sensitivity and candor," say critics, "and is
a major contribution to the improvement and understanding of race relations in the United States.

What's News
In Your School?
Are there new members on your
faculty this term? Did some members
of last year's staff receive a promotion?
Do you have a new gym? Any new
interesting developme,nts in your school
system? Other teachers over the state
will want to know about little things
which may not appear to you to be
news.
Will you please serve as a reporter
for NAMES AND NEWS, a regular
feature of the TEXAS ST AND ARD?
If you know of teachers who have retired, married, or left the profession
for some reason, we would like to
know about it.
We are interested, too, in special
articles about your school and your
work, which you may wish to. send for
publication.
Send your news items for the next
issue to:

The demonstrations in the following
pictorial review were made to show
audio-visual aspects of the use of
closed-circuits in the classroom. In
the classroom of the future there will
be many electronic instruments, a wide
variety of materials and devices, and
books on many levels and in many subject areas. Ther-e will be provision for
continuous learning and students can
advance at their own rates. A variety
of records will be kept and marked
daily by individual students. The results from all tests will be graphed
so that each student will know his
weaknesses. This will offer guides
for selecting drill and remedial materials.
Some techniques which were used
for the demonstration are:
• Reviewing words learned rn a
basal reader.

1191 Navasota Street

• Preparatory drills for supplemen ary development reading.
• Phonics Drills.
• Administering a variety of spel ing levels.
• Checking arithmetic problems.
• Checking errors made by studen ts
in oral reading.
• Affording playback listening to
oral recitation.
• Listening to stories featuring Bi ll
Martin from the ACE's Lora B.
Peck Workshop.
The classroom of tomorrow will
have many more instruments of instruction and evaluation in it, and will
attempt to rea~h a wider range of individual differences than is reached in
conventional classrooms. It will have
gr-eater provisions for continuous learning than is presently provided.

Pictures on the opposite page are illustrations of the working being done in science and reading
by Herman Henderson, who is a teacher o fthe sixth grade as the Gregory Elementary
'School, Houston.

NOTICE TO EDUCATORS
Educators are encouraged to us·e The Texas Standard as an outlet for
creative contributions. Articles should be sent to TSAT headquarters,
1911 Navasota Street, Austin.
When submitting articles for publication, please:
1.

Have copy typed, double spaced, on one side of the paper only.

2.

If pictures are included, send only glossy prints, sizes 5 x 7 or
Please do not send snapshots.

8 x 10 of groups, and 2 x 3 of individuals.

3. Limit articles to 1500 or 2000 words. An article of more than 11
typewritten pages cannot be published.
4. Identify the author fully as to name, position, schools attended and
degrees held.
5. If the article is a speech or message that has been delivered or
published previously, please indicate when and where.
6.

TEXAS ST AND ARD

• Introducing new words of a bas 1
reader to a group.

Try to submit current materials.

7. Be sure that articles are received by the fifth of the month prior
to the month of publication.

Austin 2, Texas
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I. Herman Henderson and a group of sixth
grade students in theGregory Elementary
School performing an experiment.

2. A sixth grade class in a
controlled reading session. In the background
is the teacher, Mr.
Henderson, operating
the machine· as a teaching aid.

3. Mr. Henderson demonstrates
the Tach-X tachistoscope and
the Controlled Reader, both
instruments · in the controlled
reading program. Other teachers in the background are
viewing the instruments and
observing the demonstration.

4. Multiple-group working with individual assigments, while Mr. Henderson demonstrates the audio-visual aid to a group of
students. In this group students are working in science and reading.

An exhibit of audio-visual aids
used in science and reading.
On the extreme right end of
the table is a tachistoscope
from the Keystone View Company. Also in the exhibit here
is an Atom Smasher and a
Radiation Detector. The Rocket
Model was constructed by elementary students.

-TSAT Classroom Teachers

Will Convene October 21
Departmen·t of Classroom Teachers
of TSA T will meet in their annual session on Oct. 21 at the Fairchild
Elementary School, Houston.
The one-day sess:on will be highlighted with NEA Field Representative Jennings Flathers and a special
demonstration in audio-visual aids for
motivating students.
The one-day meeting will include
group sessions on unified dues; resolutions; membership in professional
orga!!izations; and a business session.
Mrs. Lorene Boliver Lancelin, principal of Fairfield Elementary School,
and her staff will be host to the TSAT
Classroom Teachers.

e
e

T. M. FAIRCHILD ELEMENTARY SCHOOL STAFF

FIRST ROW-Left to right-Betty Morris, Azalia Ellis, -Lou Jane
White, Marjorie Jefferson, Lorene Boliver Lancelin, Principal, Ruby
Cunningham, Ella Oliphant, and Mr. Ed. Miller.

THIRD ROW-Left to right-Mesdames Maudene Hallmon, Justine
Stallings, Abbie Clemmons, Faye Wells, Vivian R. Bowser, Pearl E.
Sanders, - and Jessie Isom.

SECOND ROW-Left to right-Mr. Theophilus Menefee Mesdames
Barbara Thomas, Florence Jordan, Zeola Hamilton , Peggy Goffney,
Othalene Johnson, Mamie Bright, Charleece McDuffie and Miss Freddie
Thompson.
·

FOURTH ROW-Left to · right-Mesdames Ruthie Lewis, Mandura
Ellis Mr. Solomon Jefferson, Mrs. Helen Mays, Mr. Herbert McDaniels,
and _Mrs. Juanita Warren.
·
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Axiom Finder Constructed At L. C. Anderson High School
/ ' 1£)\\;r'i.J t !OIi'::,·,,

Thomas W. Moore, algebra teacher
a the L. C. Anderson High School,
ith a group of students inspects a group
i:,roject, "The Axiom Finder" , which
as planned, designed, and construci~d by a group of first year algebra
students at the L. C. Anderson High
S.:hool. The project was exhibited at
the District X Science and Mathe111atics Activity Program which was
held at the Municipal Auditorium in
Austin on March 10.
Moore explains that this little
model will stamp firmly in the mind
the four fundamental axioms used in
solving first degree simple equations.
The students have been taught to
recognize at sight the needed axiom
fo r the solution of firsf degree simple
equation by naming the reverse to
each fundamental operation noted i n
the formation of the original equation.

/"'i~ai- -

Pictured from le~ to right are Cora Robinson, Savannah Hill, Thomas W. Moore, teacher;
Prince Hawkins, Jr., and Virgie Watson. Other students who assisted with the project but
not shown were: Pearlie Basse, Vivian Pettitt, Charles Allen, Earnest Carter, Melvin Colvin,
Fred Gordon, Acy Hardxman, Vernon Hill, Edward James, Vernon Owens, and James E. Schuler.

NEW FRONTIERS IN EDUCATION
Department of Classroom Teachers
Teachers State Association of Texas

ATIENTION

October 2 I , 1961
Registration: 9:00-9:30 a.m.
Presiding: Miss Katie A. Stewart

TSAT Secti~ Chairmen

-PROGRAM-

Send the program

Music-T. M. Fairchild Glee Club
Invocation-The Reverend Hoxie Perry, Mt. Moriah Baptist
Church
Pledge of Allegiance
Music-Girl's Ensemble and Boy's Choir
Adopting of Rules of Order........................................ Miss Eula Simon
Election Committee Announcement........................... Robert Starr
Nomination of Officers
Presentation of Speaker
Address .....................Jennings Flathers, NEA Field Representative
Presentation of Platform Guests
G reetings from TSAT

for your section
to
Vernon McDaniel, TSAT

Group Sessions:
1. Unified Dues
2. Resolutions
3. Membership in our professional organizations
~- The role of audio-visual aids in motivation of
Negro boys and girls

Executive Secretary
1191 Navasota Street
Austin

Noon-Voting Period-12:00-1 :30
Highlights from meeting of Department of Classroom
Teachers, Atlantic City
;-lighlights from meeting of National Education Association,
Atlantic City
Reports of Groups
. eport of Election Committee
SEPTEMBER-OCTOBER, 1961

Deadline: October 20, 1962

- ------•---llllil-------.,
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:Hy WILLIE MAE CARY

It is by no mere coincidence that I
have chosen a deliberately fragmented
line from John Milton's immortal
"Lycidas" as a motif for this paper.
Nor was I motivated by my inestimable
regard for Miltonian e):(cellence. Rather, it was the fact that these words
seemed to have impress,ed me as being
metaphorically significant to those of
us who have chosen the task of devoting our time, our energies, and even
a portion of our souls to the edification
of the thousands of undisciplined
minds that come to us daily for mental
sustenance and intellectual strength.
Because they do come to us and bring

a kind of intellectual impoverishment
not completely unlike the physical impoverishment which hungry sheep oft.en carry to a tending shepherd, this
fact of itself should be convincing
enough to substantiate the relevance of
such a parallel.
As hungry sheep, they bring an emptiness which only we as teachers can
satisfy. Indeed, the hunger with which
they come is so unique that it requires
a dietary offering whose potency is
sufficient to relieve and to prevent
mental starvation. Since everyone cannot see through and beyond this emptiness, not everyone is qualified to administer the nourishment needed.
Hence it is only the trained mind ...
the well-disciplined intellect that can
pierce the silent stare of hallowness
and quiet the raucous camouflages of
ignorance. If it is only the shepherd
who knows the hungry bleat, it is only
the shepherd who can properly feed
the hungry she-ep.
Feeding the sheep is often fraught
with inescapable uncertainties, imminent perils,. and frightening perplexities. Since the maleficient forces of
ignorance and illiteracy are so powerful, it is not always easy to administer
the type of nourishment needed even
when the need is most obvious.
One might readily attempt a validation of this assumption by referring to
the rather obvious fact that sometimes
14

educational problems can so becloud
and so befog our vision even as teachers that we find it extremely difficult
.to chart or direct the course of those
whom we must lead because our own
way has been darkened by the very
difficulty which we strive to eliminate.
In similar vein, we need not attempt
to deny the fact that frequently, in
dealing with young minds, we find
ourselves being confronted by problems so novel that we' re shocked by
the intensity of their raw modernity
and so ancient that w,e' re stunned by
the stubbornness of their worn antiquity.
Yes, we'll have to admit that there
are moments in the process of educating when both teacher and student
must stand in a suspended state of
utter helplessness.
Were it not for such moments, how·,ever, we'd have no need to go on
groping for answers and searching for
!solutions. Te a ch i n g, indubitably,
would be reduced to a rather mechan.ical, uninteresting, and unproductive
process. Problems can be beneficial.
With this in mind, it becomes even
more evident that the sheep must be
fed in complete difiance of all existing
problems.
We must feed them out of our own
sense of dedication. Not only must
we be willing to go the full mile,
-but we must be willing to go the
twain and even more if need be. Of
necessity, we must force ourselves to
transcend the narrow confines of our
•.profession and somehow develop ourselves into altruistic savants indefatigably yielding an ini-xhaustible supply
of knowledge, wisdom, love and mercy.
Since only dedicated souls can truly
accept the rigorous demands involved
in training undisciplined minds, only
dedicated souls can adequately convey
the inexplicable contagion which ·burns
only in the breasts of those so dedicated. It follows, then, that only through
a genuine reverence for the impartation of knowledge do we find ourselves
able to grasp every opportunity where-

by · we may allevia~e the intellectt 1
destitution so prevalent in our ci ilization. It is through our untiri'.· g
zeal, our unyielding ardor, and our i i ·
extinguishable passion for teaching th lt
we are able to meet their needs. I:: , yond all shadow of doubt, love for tl,e
.sheep can make feeding them so much
·easier.
They must be fed as individuals and
not as classes only. Since it seems
evident that enrollment seems to bulge
more and more with each passing session, the need for highly individualized instruction becomes an even greater challenge. It appears obvious th at
the more lives we are forced to touch,
the more difficult it is to reach the
individual. Therefore, if we' re forc ed
to reach out into a broader expanse,
then reach we must, but in all our
re_aching, no good must be sacrificed .

no

Since all children are important,
child must ever become just a name on
a card, a faceless item of statistics, or
(Continued on Page 33)

MRS. WILLIE MAE CARY
Mrs. Cary is a teacher of English at the Ralp!·.
J. Bunche Hight School, Crockett.
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A PROFESSION ON THE MOVE

These often repeated words e pre the u
to the headquarters of the ational Ed catio
at the magnitude and range of the A"'"'" .. , .·,.ation

day is visitors' day at the headquarters of
the National Education Association in the nation's capital. In fact, on occasion, the building
'¼t 1201 Sixteenth Street, N.W., bears a strong resemblance to a busy convention headquarters.
Conferences large and small draw education leaders from near and far. Association members visit the
buil,ding b y ones and twos or pour in by the dozens
from huge chartered buses.
Groups of classroom teachers and school administrators from other lands ai-e an almost daily sight. Last
year alone, 552 foreign educators on official missions
to the United States came to the NEA. Many of them
were among the top ranking teachers and administrators of the seventy-five countries from which they
came. An even larger number of foreign educators
visited the NEA in some unofficial capacity.
And those who can't come in person write or phone
by the thousands. In a normal working day, 11 ,000
pieces of mail are delivered to sixty-seven offices in the
NEA Center and more than 2000 telephone calls come
in through the switchboard. A great many of these
letters and calls are requests from typical NEA members, officei-s and staffs of affiliated associations, or
officials of school systems who have prob~ems:
VERY

E

• A school in Iowa is revising its methods of reporting
to parents. Will NEA provide information and guidance?
• A superintendent in Kansas has been dismissed. ,,vm
NEA investigate?
• Salt Lake City schools have a reading problem. Will
. EA send a representative to be present at a public meeting?
• A teacher in New York has been denied tenure. Will
NEA send a staff member to investigate a possible case of
discrimination?
• A speaker is needed for a dinner honoring teachers
about to retire in Springfield, Massachusetts. Will NEA
provide one?
• Before appearing before a committee of the state
legislature, the executive secretary of a state association
wants a detai led comparison of the returns per dollar
invested in each state school r etirement system.

These requests give only an inkling of the many
activities triggered at NEA headquarters by the needs
of teachers and of American education. After ninety
members of the New Jersey Education Association had
observed the NEA Center in action for two days recently, ·w aiter J. O 'Brien, their field representative,
wrote, " Our people repeated themselves over and over
again saying, 'This visit opened our eyes; we had no
idea that NEA was working on so many fronts.'"
Those of you who have not had a similar opportuni ty to see things for yourselves may be interested
in knowing more about NEA's activities on behalf of
yo u and the young people you teach. Let's look at
five important areas of Association endeavor.
Legislation

N EA is the American teacher's major legislative
representative and spokesman in the Congress. In
I 954, largely through the work of the NEA, the Mason

Bill was passed by Congress, granting substantial reductions in federal taxes paid by teachers on retirement income.
Clara Friedman of New York City says, " . . . the
:\!Jason Bill has helped thousands of our retired teachers, including myself. Before the bill was enacted, I
had to pay a substantial amount in federal income
taxes, but after its passage I paid $240 less."
The $240 that the Mason Bill saved Miss Friedman
in one y·ear totaled more than she would have paid in
dues had she belonged to the NEA for the previous
ninety years. And now the NEA ha~ proposed another
measure to Congress which will bring the Mason Bill
up to date and extend it.
Other tax legislation fostered and backed by the
NEA has made it possible to deduct from federal tax es
many summer school costs as business expenses. It is
estimated that American teachers saved $20 million
this year as a result of this change in Internal Revenue Service tax regulations.
To give just one example of the individual benefi ts
involved: Nora H. Karstetter, a teacher in Lock
Haven, Pennsylvania, who attended summer school
in 1959, was able to save $95 on her income tax for
that year.
Says Mrs. Karstetter, "This one activity of our national professional organization saved me enough to
pay my NEA dues for nine years! These benefits do
not just happen: Such individual and professional
gains are possible only because of the work of our
professional organizations."
NEA not only works for passage of desirable legislation but it helps members understand how new laws
and regulations affect them. Gene A. Geisert, principal
of the Burnham Junior High School in Sylvania, Ohio,
is a case in point. He was told by his local tax office
that he could not deduct for income tax purposes
transportation costs for commuting between home
and the university where he was taking graduate study
classes unless he remained at the university overnight.
Since he was returning home each night, a hopedfor deduction of $700 seemed out of the question
until he read an article in the March 1960 issue of the
NEA JOURNAL which said he could deduct such expenses. He wrote to the author, a member of the NEA
Research Division staff, who sent him a copy of a document (cleared by the Internal Revenue Service)
which had provided the basis for the statement in the
magazine article. A short time later he wrote this letter:
Thank you for your prompt reply to my inquiry on the
deductibility of travel expenses between home and classes
in another city. Upon quoting from this information, I
was granted this deduction which had previously been
denied.
Once again I am thankful for the work of NEA.

Eventually, inevitably, general support legislation
for schools will be voted by the Congress. When such
legislation is passed, it will be because of the relentless
efforts· of NEA over a long period of time. For the first
time in recent history,. the President of the United
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NEA is the American teache1·'s majm· legislative 1·ep1·esentative and spokesman in
the Congress. Here an NEA key contact frnm one of the country's 437 Congressional
districts is discussing educ:ational legislation with a Co11g1·e.'isma11 in his state.
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Sta tes and other high officials are actively seeking general federal school support. It is known that some of
the leaders first became interested in this subject as a
result of NEA information which was brought to their
attention. ,vhen federal support does come, its value
to schools and to the teaching profession will far exceed years -of professional dues paid by NEA members.
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Teacher W el/are
Many activities of the NEA are related to the welfa re of teachers. Not so indirectly, these activities also
affect the welfare of education, for when schools are
able to pay adequate salaries and proYide good working conditions, they can attract and hold skilled, well-

etter:
n the
classes

educated professionals who are able to give the best
of themselves to their pupils.
Since 1948, teachers' average annual salaries in
America have advanced faster than the income of all
employed workers. This progress has been accomplished by members of the profession working together
through their local, state, and national professional
organizations. Local and state leaders say that EA's
national salary goals, research data, national salary
school, and salary consultants have been important
factors in making these nationwide gains.
This year and next, the teachers of Sioux Falls,
South Dakota, have raises varying from $500 to $750,
t11anks to salary studies participated in by the local

association, the board of education, and an NEA
salary consultant.
Following the adoption of the new schedule last
March, 1\Iartin J. Reinecke, chairman of the local
salary committee, wrote the N EA salary consultant:
... Surely we did what pushing we could here, but you
gave the shots that were needed. Just how oQe would go
about thanking you and NEA, I don't really know. A
· sim_ple "thank you" seems so small. Though few of the
teachers here have seen you, they know you by name, and
the members of the board certainly are thankful for your
advice and help.

lVIr. Reinecke's enthusiastic letter, testifying to the
value of the work of NEA salary consultants, is only
one of many in the N EA files.
Last year salary consultant service was ex tended to
seventy-seven local, state, and regional associations. In
almost every case, salary improvements have taken
place.
Ensuring fair treatment of teachers is another NEA
aim. One effort on this front has been that carried on
th; ough the Joint Committee of NEA and the National School Boards Association. The committee has

been encouraging the publication and adoption of
written school board policies as a means of improving
school board practices. It has published a reference
manual to provide guidelines for school districts seeking to develop their own written policies. This con.
structive approach to the development of fair and
clearly understood school personnel policies will pro.
mote better working conditions and reduce the causes
of friction and misunderstanding.
At the request of a local association, made through
its state association, NEA's National Commission on
Professional Rights and Responsibilities (a combination of the former Defense Commission and Tenure
Committee) stands ready to explore troubles arising
in school systems where professional ethics or justice
may have gone awry.
For example, in mid-December 1959, the N ew
Mexico Education Association requested NEA to investigate ·a controversy which developed in Santa Fe
over the issuing of teachers' contracts .. The investigation revealed that the controversy went beyond the
question of contracts and was related to the whole
perso_n nel policy of the Santa Fe school system.

NEA 1·esem·ch data, p1·esented in various forms, are made available to
individuals as well as to groups. About -200,000 individual requests
for information and materials a,·e filled by the NEA each year.
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The final report issued by the commission in .Jan11ary 1961 contained the investigation committee's
fo rthright recommendations for constructive action by
the community, the board of education, the school
administration, .and the teachers.
After studying its recommendations, Archie Bussell, president of the Albuquerque Classroom Teachers
_.\ ssociation, commented, "The arrival of the commission's report resembled the arrival of rain on the
desert shrubbery of the great Southwest. It's good for
the climate, and most of us came here because of the
climate."
Investigations like the one in Santa Fe are continuing activities of the commission. The value of
such investigations is preventive as well as remedial,
since the knowledge that the commission's services
are available undoubtedly prevents many unfortunate
situations .from arising.
Research
Since 1922, the NEA Research Division has performed vital research functions. Some of these go almost unnoticed because they ai:;e designed to reinforce
or strengthen state and local programs.
One state association this year placed its program
before the legislature in writing in a twenty-four-page
illustrated booklet. The information appearing on
six of the twenty-four pages gave credit to the NEA
- Research Division for the .basic data.
Through the NEA Research Division, the organized
profession collects data at one central point for use
throughout the nation. If no central service existed,
state and local groups would duplicate each other's
efforts, the results would not be uniformly reliable,
and American teachers would pay for -collecting the
same data many times over.
The reliability of NEA data is well known. Last
year, NEA representatives presented rese<:1,rch data in
appearances before the platform committees of both
political parties.
After NEA President ,t\Talter W. Eshelman completed testifying before one of the platform committees, a committee member and prominent American
commented, "May I say that I think that NEA has
rendered the country an immense service."
Another member, referring to the testimony as "a
splendid document," invited NEA to use the data
contained in the statement to draft a specific proposal
on education which could be considered for the party's
platform.
Research data, presented in various forms, are made
available to individuals as well as to groups.
Take the case of a teacher in ,t\Taterloo, Iowa, who
was slated ·to make a talk to a local civic group on an
educational subject. \'\Then a colleague suggested that
she write to NEA for help on the assignment, she felt
dubious that the NEA would want to be bothered.
However, she did send a request by post card which
within two days brought her a professionally produced
film on the subject of her talk. Her reply: "I will
never again think of NEA as an organization which is

-

Modern communication techniques, including mo•
tion pictures and varied publications, help the
NEA to disseminate infonnati.011 among its members and to interpret the profession to the public.

too far removed from the firing lii1e to help a teacher
with a practical problem."
About 200,000 individual requests for information
. and materials are filled by NEA each year.
Fact Distribution and lnter11retation
The NEA is the national voice of the American
teacher. Its joint committees with such groups as
the National Congress of Parents and Teachers and
with the American Legion provide a valuable means
by which the Association contributes to better understanding between the profession and the public.
Another important means is the NEA Division of
Press and Radio Relations, which maintains continuous contact with national magazines, press sen·ices,
and TV and radio networks.
One day last year the publisher of a national
magazine with a circulation of 2.8 million readers
called the division. "We want to do an editorial feature on the American school system and the role of the
federal government. Can you give us some help?" he
asked.
, The next morning an NEA staff member was in the
publisher's office with complete factual informa ti on

on the issues, status of schools, teachers, and the
provisions of pending school legislation. An excellent
editorial resulted, which concluded with these words,
"Now is the time to insist that Congress stop playing
politics with our children's future."
In 1960, Th e School Story , a series of thirteen halfhour films interpreting the public schools, was made
available by NEA to TV networks and stations across
. the country. The series, shown by 220 TV stations as
a public service, was seen by an estimated audience
of over forty million. The commercial value of the
don ated time at regular rates was approximately
half a mill ion dollars.
R. W . Welpott, vice president and general manager
of Philadelphia's BC station, WR.CV-TV, had this
to say about the series:
. . . We thought so highly of these half-hour programs
that they were broadcast twice in the past year.
Your mo t recent series, Parents Ask About Schools , will
be shown on \I\ RCV-TV in the very n ear future.
We are delighted with the cooperation received from
your organizatio n, the P ennsylva nia State Education Association, and the New J ersey Education Association. We
are looking forward to continuing the fine relationship
which has developed so profitably for the audience we are
privileged to serve.

The Secret of Freedom, a one-hour program revolving around a school board referendum, written by
Archibald MacLeish, was seen by fifteen million
Americans in six million American homes last year.
It was followed by a one-minute special message by
Executive Secretary "'' illiam G. Carr, who congratulated the author and the network "for spotlighting
with such power and eloquence the nation's often
forgotten problem-the need for quality education."
Since the expanded program was approved and clues
were increased in 1957, an Editorial Information
Center has been established in Jew York City to

serve as a communication outlet for the Press and
Radio Relations Division. This office works wi th
radio, TV, press services, and magazines to get the
story of schools and teachers before the public. I ts
efforts are rewarded by having radio, TV, magazines,
and newspapers include information on schools and
teachers in their shows, commercials, editorials, and
news stories. In addition, the office encourages special
programs.
Last year a number of prominent TV personalities
was asked to form a committee to encourage citizens to
visit their schools during American Education Week.
Actress Donna Reed headed the ·committee, whi ch
included such prominent personalities as Steve Allen,
Leonard Bernstein, Pat Boone, David Brinkley, "'' alter Cronkite, Bob Cummings, John Daly, Dave C arroway, Chet Huntley, Sam Levenson, Art Linkletter,
and June Lockhart. As a result of their efforts, N EA
produced three one-minute radio and TV spot programs for use of all the major networks.
Three national networks-the American Broadcasting Company, Columbia Broadcasting System, and the
National Broadcasting Company-used nineteen radio
spots and twenty TV spots during American Education
vVeek. Many of them were on large audience shows.
In addition, many local affiliates used the spots. One
network alone sent them to 189 local stations. At
regular commercial rates, the value of the network
time for this one venture was $425,000 exclusive of
the local time.
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Improvement of Instruction

Since its founding over a hundred years ago, the
NEA's unwavering aim has been to raise American
education to higher standards of excellence. Unquestionably, the Association has been a mighty force in
the improvement of schools.
Its interest and work in every aspect of the edu-

Local and state leaders say that NEA's national salary goals,
,·esearch data, national salary school, and salary consultants
have been important factors in making nationwide salary gains.
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cational spectrum has resulted in a tremendous flow
of materials. The NEA's list of current publications
contains over 1000 tjtles, prepared in response to a
need for authoritative information and interpretation
on specific topics.
The Association's official magazine, the NEA .JouRNAL, is a rich source of help for classroom teachers
and sch0ol administrators who are alert and seeking
ways to improve practices and keep up to date with
new ideas. Dealing with many areas of education, it
serves all educators whether their fields of endeavor
involve kindergartners or graduate students.
In its files, the NEA .JouRNAL office has hundreds of
letters and comments from classroom teachers, school
administrators, and college staff members testifying to
the many ways in which the magazine helps them do a
better job.
Beulah Crenshaw, a homemaking teacher in Lincoln
Junior High School, Carbondale, Illinois, had this
to say, for example:
Is there any limit to the ways teachers can use the NEA
JouRNAL? Yesterday I started jotting down the various ways
in which I use the magazine and the list was amazing.
The JouRNAL provides a host of new ideas; inspirational
articles (and how I do need inspiration at times) ; facts
-and the figures to support them-which enable me, a
busy classroom teacher, to answer the dozens of questions
that are continually popping up on educational issues and
trends.

As never before, teachers need to keep abreast of the
swiftly changing education scene. By means of publicatjons and conferences, the Association works constantly to help them in this task.
As a case in point, the NEA Department of Audiovisual Instruction distributes information on the great
variety of mechanical teaching devices now flooding
the school supply market. It issues descriptions of the
various devices and explores whether their use is consistent with acceptable principles of learning theory.
Since it was issued a year ago, DAVI's 700-page publication, Teaching Machines and Programmed Learning, has become a best seller. Educators obviously recognize the value of materials such as these-prepared
by experts who have no ax to grind.
As one of its corollary activities, DAVI teamed up
with the American Association of Colleges for Teacher Education on a national conference to consider
how new media and instructional devices might be
used to make instruction more effective in as many
American classrooms as possible. The national meeting was followed by a series of regional con£erences.
Many articles could be written about the fruitful
labors on behalf of improved instruction that are
being carried on by other NEA departments, committees, commissions, councils, and divisions. Cited here
are a few random examples:
Last year the NEA Travel Division organized educational travel tours to sixty foreign countries. All the
tours were designed to serve the special needs and interests of teachers; many of them carried college credit.
A special program was organized by the NEA In-

ternational Relations Committee last summer that
enabled more than 1200 teachers from all parts of
America to see what goes on at the United Nations in
New York City.
The Council for Exceptional Children (NEA) is now
engaged in developing a comprehensive review of research on problems of emotionally disturbed children
to supplement textbooks in this field.
Field experiments are being conducted by the 1 ational Council for the Social Studies (N EA) to define
educational objectives and to suggest curriculum content and organization of the curriculum for modern
programs fo1· the social studies.
A series of regional conferences devoted specifically
to the improvement of instruction has been welcomed by educators throughout the country. Starting
in 1951 with the first one at Toledo, Ohio, these conferences have brought together hundreds of carefully
selected persons representing all levels of education
and all subject matter fields. Many comments made by these participants testify
to the inspiration and practjcal help that the conferences provide. For example, here are some of the
many comments that were made following a recent
regional meeting:
• I have received information I can use to great advan-

tage.
• Every minute was stimulating and inspiring. These
conferences can't help but make us better teachers.
• Compared with some meetings I've attended in my
life, this was filet mignon rather than hamburger.
• This conference not only has filled me with the desire
to be a quality teacher but has given me some signposts
showing me the way.

In addition, the Association is carrying out special
studies and projects designed to improve instruction.
The current one of perhaps the broadest scope is its
two-year Project on the Instructional Program of the
Public Schools, which is seeking to determine the direction that public elementary and secondary education should take in the sixties and how it can best
move in that direction.
Other ongoing projects have the following objectives: to define problems and suggest programs to meet
the needs of academically talented pupils; to analyze
the effects of automation on society and education;
and to summarize the most significant educational research being carried on in other countries and the
translation into foreign languages of the more significant educational research being done in the United
States.
Other Association studies designed toward the improvement of instruction cover such subjects as: careers
in mathematics and data processing for distribution to
pupils and teachers; the school problems found in
large cities caused by population mobility and cultural
clashes; determination of the place of testing in the
school program; school dropouts; the improvement of
th~ competence of school administrators; the improYement of standards, methods of selection, and training

LOOK Magazine Photo

Understanding, competent, and happy teachers
who are helping to raise American education
to higher standards of excellence-this is an
unwavering goal of the N EA and its affiliates.

of elementary school principals; identification of
guidelines that will help local school systems make
wise decisions for changes in school programs; evaluation of present facilities for science instruction and
preparation of materials to assist teachers in keeping
science teaching up to date; the controlling purposes of
American education; and authoritative research relating to the identification of teacher competence.
As a result of these projects and programs, more
and more teachers agree with Marian T. Schwejda of
Casper, Wyoming, who recently wrote this letter to
the NEA:
If I were actually as eloquent and creative a writer as
I wish I were, I doubt if I could adequately express my
admiration and thanks for the vast amount of help and
inspiration · I have received from NEA through its many
departments, activities, and publications_
To assess the value received in terms of money is impossible, but it is assuredly many times greater than the
dues I have paid_

The teaching profession is· on the move. Through
NEA and its affiliates, it is moving forward on a
variety of fronts to improve the quality of American
schools and to improve working conditions for teachers. If you agree with these purposes-and what teacher doesn't?-you are invited to join with your 766,000
colleagues from all parts of the nation to hasten the
day when every American boy and girl has a truly
adequate school opportunity, when all schools provide
good working conditions, and when teaching is recognized as a fully mature profession with the compensation to match.
Individually we often can do little; working together in our professional organizations there is no
limit to our achievements. On this basis, the NEA
moves forward on a Membership Breakthrough Campaign to enroll "A MILLION OR MORE BY '64."
Great strides have been made in recent years. Bur
we are not as effective as we can be and we are not
moving as fast as we must move. Past gains can be extended and our goals achieved earlier with a million
or more active members-the campaign goal which we
have set for ourselves for the next three years.
All NEA services help to strengthen schools and
advance the teaching profession. All are necessary.
}'hey must be continued and extended. This can happen if more and more American teachers take part in
the campaign by joining their national professional
organization and participating actively in its programs. The NEA provides the channel through which
all members of the teaching profession can discharge
their responsibilities to their profession and to the
nation.
# #
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Chance For Teen Writers

REVISION OF SECONDARY AND ELEMENTARY TEACHERS
PREPARATION PROGRAMS FOR POVISIONAL CERTIFICATES
A Provisional Teacher's Certificate is based upon a bachelor's degree and
the completion of an approved program for preparing teachers. The approved
program, which was adopted by the State Board of Education, July 3, 1961,
consists of the following:
l.

2.

3.

4.

Secondary Provisional Certificate (grades 7-12)
Foundations in Arts and Sciences
-51
All courses to be taken in the school
or college of arts and sciences
English (Composition and Literature)
12 sem. hours
American History
6 sem. hours
Constitution of Federal
and State Government
6 sem. hours
From at least two of the following:
18 sem. hours
Biological Sciences
Physical Sciences
Mathematics
Foreign Language
From Other Arts and Sciences
9 sem. hours
Academic Specialization
-48
All courses to be taken in the appropriate
subject-matter department
Plan I
First teaching field
24 sem. hours
and Alternate teaching field
24 sem. hours
Plan II
One specialized teaching .field
48 sem. hours
-18
Professional Education
All courses to be taken in the department,
school, or college of education
Secondary Education
12 sem. hours
Student Teaching
6 sem. hours
(The appropriate subject-matter department
shall cooperate in student ·teaching program)
-9
Free Electives
126
Total

2.

semester hours

semester hours

semester hours

semester hours
semester hours

Elementary Provisional Certificate (grades 1-8)
Foundations in Arts, Sciences, Fine Arts
- 51 semester hours
All Courses to be taken in the school or college
of arts and sciences except fine arts courses
English (Composition and Literature)
12 sem. hours
American History
6 sem. hours
Constitution of Federal
6 sem. hours
and State Government
18 sem. hours
From at least two of the following:
Biological Sciences
Physical Sciences
Mathematics
Foreign Languages
From Other Arts, Sciences, Fine Arts
9 sem. hours
(Not to exceed 3 semester hours in music and/ or 3
semester hours in art if Fine Arts are taken.)
Academic Specialization
-36 semester hours
All courses to be taken in the
appropriate subj·ect-matter department
Specialization in two academic
subjects (teaching fields) _with 18
semester hours in each subject.
1.

The American Red Cross Office of Educational Relations announces an opportunity for U. S. high school students
to submit articles of 750-1000 words
in length on subjects of teenager mterest or concern.
This is not a contest. Object is to
obtain a group of articles which together will create a representative picture of U. S. teenagers and their experiences, hopes, pleasur~s, problems,
status, and customs. Articles selected
will appear in a 1962-63 school year
issue of the American Red Cross
JOURNAL, published by the Red
Cross for high school students. Selection of articles for publication will be
made by a committee of teen magazine editors and high school seniors.
Any subject of teenager interest or
concern may be written on-from hot
rodding to astrophysics, parents to community service, teen talk to football.
Whatever the subject, writers should
stick to things they know about, and ·
write directly and clearly, avoid generalities (unless backed by proof), stereotypes,
preachiness. No fiction or poetry.
Deadline for submission of manuscripts: March 1, 1962. Submit manuscript to Maurice Flagg, Editor, American Red Cross JOURNAL, 18th and
D Streets, N. W., Washington 6, D.C.
All manuscripts will become the property of American National Red Cross.
None can be returned.

THIRD ANNUAL
LEADERSHIP CLINIC
Oakwood Elementary School
Waco
October 7, 1961
ALL LOCAL UNITS AND DISTRICT
ASSOCIATIONS ARE URGED TO
SEND DELEGATES TO THE CLINIC
Transportation allowance (7 ¢ per
mile) will be given for one car from
each local and district. Luncheon
will be served all delegates.

(Continued on Page 25)
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Federal

Al
In April 1961, the Internal Revenue
Service issued Rev. Rul. 61-66 which
explains the tax treatment of money
transferred by an individual to a university to be disbursed by it to a
specifically named teacher.
Although these amounts cannot be
treated as scholarships or fellowships,
they are excludable as gifts under certain circumstances. The ruling is reprinted here in full.

SECTION 117.-SCHOLARSHIPS
AND FELLOWSHIP GRANTS**
26 CFR 1.11 7-1 : Exclusion of amounts

received as a scholarship or fellowship grant.
(Also Section 102; 1.102-1.}
Rev. Rul. 61-66
Where an individual transfers an
amount of money to a university to be
disbursed by it to a teacher, not a
candidate for a degree, specifically
designated by the donor to enable the
teacher to engage in independent research, such amount is not excludable
from gross income of the recipient as
a fellowship grant under section 117
of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954.
However, such amount is, under certain conditions, excludable from the
gross income of the recipient as a gift
under section 102 of the Code.
Advice has been requested whether
an amount disbursed by a university to
a faculty member, under the circumstances described below, to enable him
to engage in independent research
whHe on leave from his teaching position, is excludable from the gross income of the recipient as a fellowship
grant under section 11 7 of the Internal
Revenue Code of 1954.
In this case, A , an individual, forwarded a sum of money to a university
with the specific instruction that it be
disbursed by the university to B, a professor at the university, to enable him
to engage in certain research and study
in his particular field for a specified
period. The recipient is not a candidate for a degree.
During the period of research and
study, B was on leave from the univer24

sity and received no pay or other remuneration from its general funds.
During such period, B was not under
any employment agreement or contract
with the university or with A and he
was not obligated to make reports to
,or render services for either the university or A. The university is a taxexempt organization of the type described in section 501 (c) (3) of the
Code.
Section 11 7 (a) of the Code provides, in part, that gross income does
not include any amount received as a
fellowship grant and any amount r:•
ceived and expended to cover certain
expenses incident to such fellowship
grant. The term "fellowship grant"
is defined in section 1.11 7-3 ( c} of the
Income Tax Regulations to mean generally an amount paid or allowed to,
,or for the benefit of, an individual to
aid him in the pursuit of study or research. The term does not include
any amount provided by an indivi_du~l
to aid a relative, friend, or other md1vidual in the pursuit of study or research where the grantor is motivated
by family or philanthropic considerations. In order for an amount received by an individual who is not a
candidate for a degree to be excludable
from gross income as a fellowship
grant, the grantor must be an organization described in section 501 ( c) (3)
of the Code which is exempt from tax
under section 501 (a), the United
States, or an instrumentality or agency
thereof or a State, a Territory, or a
•possession of the United States, or any
political subdivision thereof, or the
District of Columbia. See section 11 7
(b) (2) (a) of the Code.
In the instant case, A specifically
designated B as the recipient of the
money which he transferred to the university and the university had no control over the disposition of such funds :
Thus, the university acted merely as
a conduit to disburse the funds to B
for A. Since A as an individual, is
'the grantor, it is held that no part of
the amount received by B is excludable

from his gross income as a fellowshi igran t under section 117 (a) of th,
Code.
However, section 102 (a) of the codt
provides that gross income does not in
elude property acquired by gift. Since
the university acted merely as a con
duit in disbursing the money trans£erred by A to B, and since the facts
indicate that such transfer was moti vated solely by philanthropic considerations it is further held that the
amou~t transferred constituted a gift
within the meaning of section 102 (a)
of the Code and is excludable as such
from B's gross income.
Accordingly, it is held that the
amount received by B in this case is
not includible in his gross income for
Federal income tax purposes. Since
the gift was made to B, an individual,
it is not deductible by A, the donor,
under section 170 of the Code. How·ever, the amount involved is subject
to the- Federal gift tax imposed by section 2501 of the Code upon transfers
of property by gift by individuals.
(RM 1961-18} 1 :650

0

* Single copy free; not available in quantity.
From NEA Research Division.
Reprinted in full from Internal Revenue Bulletin, No. 1961-15, April 10, 1961, p. 10-11.

ANNUAL CONfERENCE
Department of Classroom Teachers
Teachers Staee Association of Texas
Fairchild Elementary School
Houston, Texas

October 21, 1961

TEXAS ST AND ARD

POPULATION STUDY OF NEA RESEARCH DIVISION
A population projection _study of the
~EA Research Division reveals that, dur. g the decade 1960-70, increase in popilation can be expected among elemen,ary, high school, and college age groups
s well as the working and retired groups.
The highest increase ( 58.6 per cent)
•s predicted for college age groups. This
mcrease, when considered along with
the increase of 40.8 per cent among
high school age groups, has several im-·
plications for ~ducation. More prospects
must be recruited for high school and
college teaching; equipment and facili ties must be expanded ; and additional

revenue must be secured to provide for
larger numbers of high school and college students.
An increase of 29 .9 per cent in the
retired age group suggests that our social
problems will include provisions for
those beyond the active working age.
Among the problems which we must
consider eventually, the following seem
important: medical care and assistance
for the aged and retired; leisure time
activities and programs ; cost of social
security benefits for an increasing number
of retired workers ; and employment opportunity for retired people.

POPULATION PROJECTION 1960-1970

Texas

Percent of changJ

New Scieince
Film Released
JET AND ROCKET ENGINES, a
new science film has been released by
the Audio-Visual Center, Division of
University Extension, Indiana University. Prepared primarily for high school
science and physics classes, JET AND
ROCKET ENGINES can also be used
by special groups such as science clubs,
aviation hobby clubs, and others. Available in either black and white or
color, this ten-minute sound film proposes to (1) develop an understanding
of the action-reaction principle, (2)
demonstrate the operation of reaction
engines in both an atmosphere and a
vacuum, and (3) develop an appreciation of the historical beginnings of
modern technology as typified by reaction engines.
Preview prints may be obtained
at no cost other than return postage.
Like all Indiana University productions, JET AND ROCKET ENGINES
is available on a yearly rental payment
plan which leads to ownership. In quiries may be sent to the Audio-Visual
Center, Division of University Extension, Indiana University, Bloomington,
Ind .
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3.

4.

Professional Education and
Elementary Content Courses
-30 semester hours
All courses to be taken in the department,
school, or. college of education
Elementary Education
12 s·em. hours
12 sem hours
Elementary Content Courses
6 sem. hours
Student Teaching
Free Electives
Total

Note:

-9 semester hours
126 semester hours
'

For the purposes of certification any of the requirements for the Elementary and Secondary Provisional Certificates, except Student Teaching, may
be met by advanced standing or advanced credit examination when such
an examination is a part of the regularly established policy of the
institution.
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wher1-t1~l1, locker,
wall, flNr, wiuow

40%
DISCOUNT

FOR SCHOOL USE ONLY
(not to individuals)

llfl//lMFI SCHOOL
I.
2.
3.
4.
5.

PLAN:

Fans designed for school use.
Discount of 40% from retail.
Two weeks free classroom trial.
Extended terms if needed.
-Guarant~e of 5 years.

The 20" Windmaker recommended for most
classrooms . . . the 12", 14", 17" sizes for
small classrooms, offices . . . the 24" for
larger rooms. For full information, write to

PHIL RICH FAN MFG. CO., Inc.
2902 Caroline, Houston 4, Texas
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M INIMUM FOUNDATION
· BILLS-

LAMPASAS SCHOOLS(Continued from Page 5)

(Continued from Page 7)
three ( 3) consecutive years a four-year
accredited high school and having .i.n
average_.daily attendance range between
eighty-four (84) and one hund red fiftysix (156) for the immediate preceding
year shall be based on the following
formula:
(a) A school district having from
eighty-four ( 84 ) to one hundred six
(106) pupils, inclusive, in average daily
attendance shall be allotted six ( 6) classroom teacher units and a superintendent
unit.
(b) A school district having one
hundred seven (107) to one hundred
fifty-six ( 156) pupils, inclusive, shall
be allotted seven ( 7) classroom teacher
units and a superintendent unit.
PARTICIPATION IN POLITICAL
AFFAIRS
Sec. 8. No school district, Board of
Education, superintendent, assistant superintendent, principal, or other administrator, benefiting by the funds provided
for in this Act, shall directly or indirectly require, or coerce any teacher to
join any group, club, committee, organization, or association.
It shall be the responsibility of the
State Board of Education to enforce the
provisions of this Section.
It shall be the responsibility of the
State Board of Education to notify every
superintendent of schools in every school
district of the state of the provisions of
this Section.
No school district, Board of Education,
superintendent, assistant superintendent,
principal, or other administrator shall
directly or indirectly coerce any teacher
to refrain from participating in political
affairs in his community, state ·or nation.
Note: Passed the Senate, August 11,
1961: Yeas 30, Nays O; Senate concurred in House amendments August 11,
1961, Yeas 29, Nays 0.
Passed the H ouse, with amendments,
August 11, 1961, Yeas 134, N ays 1.
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much, little can be expected of the
group.
3. FREEDOM OF THE INDIVIDUAL. Fre-edom of the individual to make his own choices and to
manage his own affairs ( except
where the freedom of others is
jeopardized).
4. DIGNITY OF WORK. The
rich individual has the sat.isfaction
of doing difficult tasks well - mental as well as physical.
5. PRIVATE OWNERSHIP OF
PROPERTY. Property and fre-edom
are inseparable ; economic leveling is
not economic progress.
6. PROFIT MOTIVE. The profit
motive is an inner drive which causes
an individual to strive, to initiate,
to create, to improve, to produce,
and to serve in his own interest that
of his fellows .
7. FREE COMPETITION. The
element of competition causes us to
work harder, to think more, to produce, to improve, to invent, to expand, to serve better and thus to
progress as i ndividuals and as a
nation.
8. GOVERNMENT AS A PROTECTOR, NOT AS A PROVIDER.
The government does not owe us a
living; but rather, it protects us in
our freedom to earn a living.

Emphasis and activi ties of the Freedom Program vary according to levels.
In the elementary and intermediate departments of Negro schools in Lampasas, Booker T. W ashington and
and George Washington Carver were
selected as two great Americans ; the
Golde n Rule as a great idea; and the
Pledge to the American Flag as a great
document. The high school department stud ies the entire program.
Learning activities of students are
largely creative productions. They include : collection of documents; writing
themes; preparation of posters and
scrolls. A Freedom Program Week -is
staged as a culminating activity. This
special week is designed to direct widespread attention to the program and to
attract large numbers to the schools.

a practical approach to understanding
the communist ideology and orr
American way of l~f e. Its success wi l
not be known until the youth take the~r
places as adults. The program has
achieved national honor in ·a n awar i
to a Lampasas High School senioJ,
Don Wykes, who received the Frefdom Foundation's George Washington Honor Medal. Participants in th ~
awarding ceremonies were: Dr. Ken .
neth D. Wells, Vice President's Office ;
Reverend Federick Brown Harri
Chaplain, United States Senate; Sena tor Lyndon B. Johnson, Texas, pre
sently, Vice President ; and P. V
Patrick, Lampasas High School teacher.

I. LOCAL EDUCATORS CONGRATULATE NEW NEA PRESIDENT AT
ATLANTIC CITY CONCLAVE-State
leaders greet Ewald Turner, newlyelected president of the National
Education Association ( NEA) during
the Association's 99th annual meeting in Atlantic City, N. J. Mr. Turner is a guidance director and industrial arts teacher from Pendleton,
Ore. Shown here with Mr. Turner
are: L-R: T. V. Glover, Mt. Royal,
President, Teacher5' State Association
of Texas; Dr. Cristine B. Cash, Marshall, member of the Commission on
Teacher Education and Professional
Standards; Ewald Turner; Ollie A.
Posey, Waco, president, Central District, TSAT; Hobart L. Gaines, Austin,
president, Austin Education Association.
2. NEW OFFICERS OF THE DEPARTMENT OF CLASSROOM TEACHERS
POSE WITH OUTGOING PRESIDENT-Shown here are the newlyelected officers of the Department
of Classroom Teachers of the Nationa I Education Association. Le~ to
right: Mrs. Irene Smith from Idaho
Falls, Idaho, Northwest regional director; Mrs. Elizabeth D. Koontz
from Salisbury, North Carolina, secretary; Anita Ruffing from Bellevue,
Ohio, president; Mrs. Buena Stolberg, Webster Groves, Missouri, outgoing president; Henry Goebel from
Lincoln, Nebraska, vice-president;
Nell Bethel from Evansville, Indiana,
North Central regional director; and
Rita C. Jacoby from Jersey City,
New Jersey, president-elect.
3. T. V. Glover, TSAT president, and
TSAT Executive Secretary in a handclasp after breakfast.
4. TSAT delegates-lek to right-Mrs.
Artye M. Hackaby; Mrs. Lee H.
Brigsby, Houston; Mr. and Mrs. E. S.
Myers, West Columbia.
5. Seated le~ to right-Mrs. C. B.
Bolin, Waco; E. E. Hackett; Mrs.
Eula Simon. Standing-Miss Hamilton; Mrs. T. Arnold, and K. E. Tarver.

The Lampasas Freedom Program is
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. Social Security Amendments of 1961
The 1961 amendments to the Social
Security Act were approved June 30,
1961 (Public Law 87-64). The Act
was broadened and liberalized. Important provisions are:
1. Increase the mm1mum benefits
from $33 to $40 per month.
2. Lower retirement age for men
from 65 to 62 with reduced benefits.
3. Increase the benefits . of widows
and widowers of insured workers from
75 percent to 82.5 percent of the insured's primary benefit.
4. Reduce the quarters of coverage
required to be fully insured from one
quarter for each three quarters since 1950
to one quarter for each calendar year
since 1950.
5. Increase the contribution rate for
employee and employer by ¼ of 1 percent beginning January 1962.
6. Liberalize the earnings limit. Previously, those who earned more than
$1200 lost their social security benefits.
Under the amendments, those who earn
between $1200 and $1700 will lose $1
for each $2 earned.
Contribution Rate Sched,uie
The Social Security Act has a schedule
setting out the contribution rates for employees and employers sh?win~ the
amounts which will be reqmred m the
future. Since ¼ of 1 percent was added
to the rates by the 1961 amendments,
the new schedule is as follows:
1962 .............................. 3 ¼ percent
196 3 through 196 5...... 3 ¾ percent

1966 through 1967 ...... 4 ¼ percent
1968 and thereafter .. ....4 ¾ percent
Provisions Applicable to
,, Divided" States
Several states have provided a divided
system for their teachers. In these states,
at the time of the social security referendum, those teachers voting for coverage
were covered, and those voting against
coverage were not covered. All new entrants into the retirement system are
covered by social security.
The 1961 amendments extended the
time in which those who voted against
coverage at the time of the referendum
could transfer to the covered group. This
provision now permits such tran_sfers
prior to 1963.
In order for a retirement system to
which teachers belong to be divided ~n
the manner described above, the state
must be riamed in the Social Security Act.
The 1961 amendments added New Mexico to· the list of those states permitted
to use the divisional method. The state
must pass an enabling act providing for
such division before it may be accomplished.
,i'vl.edicai Care
The 1961 Social Security Amendments
did not provide for medical care benefits. The House Ways and Means Committee may hold hearings on a medical
care bill this summer.
* National

Council on Teacher Retirement, Prepared for the Council by the NEA Research
Division.

Plan Now to Attend The
Seventy-seventh TSAT Convention
At Houston
November 23-25
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American Education
Week Starts Nov. 5
"Your Schools: Time for a Progres
Report" will be the main theme of thi
year's American Education Week, Nov
5-11.
More than 30 million adults are ex
pected to visit their public schools during this 41st annual. observance to receive a first-hand report on school purposes, methods, achievements, needs,
and problems.
In addition to the main theme, the
following daily American Education
Week topics have been selected :
Sunday, Nov. 5-Time to Test Ou r
Convictions
Monday, Nov. 6-Time to Decide on
Essentials
Tuesday, Nov. 7- Time to Work
Together
Wednesday, Nov. 8-Time to Explore New Ideas
Thursday, Nov. 9-Time to Salute
Good Teachers
Friday, Nov. 10-Time to Pay the
Price for Excellence
Saturday, No. 11-Time to Look
Outside Our Borders
This year's theme and daily topics
offer an opportunity for school systems over the country to report on improvements made in the last few years,
on curriculum changes which benefit
their pupils, on new school construction, on programs for getting and
keeping the best teachers, on effective
. new teaching methods, and on improved facilities.
The basic purpose of American Education Week continues to be the effort
to make every American aware of the
important role education plays in a
democracy, and to help him realize that
good schools are his personal responsibility.
National sponsors for American Education Week are: The National Education Association; American Legion;
National Congress of Parents and
Teachers; and U.S. Office of Education.
The National Education Association
has prepared a number of booklets and
folders which offer helpful guidance to
school systems and others planning
American Education W ,eek activities. A
packet, containing an assortment of 27
of these items, is available for $1.50
from NEA.
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The American Education Week Story
What Is It?
Every November, during the week
which includes Veterans Day, an event
known as American Education Week
is observed throughout the United
States. It is an audit, or annual report time-during which the schools
tell their owners, the general public,
about their purposes, methods, achievements, needs, and problems.
·
How Did It Begin?

civic, religious, fraternal, service, library, welfare, and general cultural
organizations help plan and finance
many AEW projects and activities.
What is the purpose of it?
The basic purpose of American Education Week is to make every American aware of the important role education plays in a democracy . . . and
to help him realize that good schools
_are his personal responsibility.

American Education Week grew out
of the revelation, during World War
I, that a shocking percentage of the
American people was illiterate and
physically unfit.
Representatives of
the National Education Association
and the newly formed American Legion discussed this problem, and their
talks led to the observance, in 1921, of
the first American Education Week.
The event was part of their plan for
"securing for America a program of
education adequate to meet the needs
of the Twentieth Century, and which
will give every boy and girl that training and equipment which is rightfully
his under our democratic government."

Specific purposes are: To increase
public understanding and appreciation
of education; to explain the modern
school - today's curriculum, current
teaching methods and materials; to
increase pupil appreciation of their
school to reveal school problems and
needs ; to strengthen the bonds of cooperation between school and community.
How are these purposes achieved?

From 1922 on, the observance has
been co-sponsored by the U. S. Office
of Education (formerly the Bureau of
Education). In 1938, the National
Congress of Parents and Teachers became the fourth national sponsor.

Thirty-three million adults visited
their local schools during American
Education Week in 1961. Other millions were told about school problems
:rnd achievements through newspapers,
magazines, radio and television, sermons, motion pictures, plays, posters,
and booklets.

Many other groups participate.
Farm, labor, business, professional,

By encouraging the public to visit
the schools, and by explaining the
achievements· and problems of the
schools through a variety of media, to
those who do not visit the schools.

TRAVEL ANYWHEREUNITED STATES, .
WEST INDIES, MEXICO
CANADA, BERMUDA,
HAWAII, AFRICA,
ASIA, EUROPE

HENDERSON
TRAVEL
SERVICE
854 HUNTER ST., S. W.
JA 2-6886-7
ATLANTA 14, GEORGIA
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NEWS!

EDUCATION IN TEXAS

McMillan Receives
New Appointment

DO YOU KNOW THAT
►

K. W. McMILLAN

K. W. McMillan, who has been
principal of the James E. Guinn Elementary-Junior

High

School,

Fort

Estimated school age population,
1959, 2,553,000; Texas ranks 4th.
► Public elementary and secondary
school enrollment as per cent of
school age population, 1959, 80.3;
national average 83.6; Texas ranks
33rd.
► Average daily attendance at per cent
of public school enrollment, 195960, 88.1; National average 88.7;
Texas ranks 33rd.
► Per
cent of elementary school
teachers with four or more years of
college preparation, 1959-60, 95.6;
Texas ranks 4th.
► Estimated average salary of classroom teachers in public schools,
1959-60, $4,400; National average
$5,025; Texas ranks 32nd.
► Per cent of public elementary and
secondary school revenue from the
state, 1959-60, 47.9; National average, 40.1; Texas ranks 18th.
► Estimated current expenditure per
pupil in ADA, 1959-60, $315.00;
National average, $369.00; Texas
ranks 34th.

ROBERT L. WHITBY

Robert L. Whitby, a teacher of Spanish at L. C. Anderson High School,
Austin, was a member of the N.D.E.A.
Summer Institute of Foreign Languages
at Southern University, Baton Rouge,
Louisiana.
Mr. Whitby has attended N.D.E.A.
summer language institutes at the University of Texas in 1959 and at the
University of Puerto Rico in 1960.
At the summer institute he served
as demonstration teacher in Spanish at
the university laboratory school and
lectured on "Methods and Techniques
of Modern Language Teaching."

Worth, since 1937, was recently appointed principal of the Morningside
Junior High School in the same city.
Before coming to the Guinn School,
Mr. ¥cMillan was the principal of the
Clinton A venue School, which has been
re-named the Kirkpatrick Elementary
School.
Mr. McMillan is a graduate of Wiley
College and the University of Colorado, where he received the mas_ter of
arts degree.

He is well known in ed-

ucational, fraternal, and religious activities in Texas.

Attend Annual Con£ erence
October 21, 1961, Houston
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Appointed Principal of McCoy School
Robert E. Starr, former teacher at
the Kirkpatrick Elementary School,

was appointed principal of the Amanda F. McCoy Elementary School, Fort
Worth, for the year 1961-62.
Mr. Starr, who is a graduate of Texas College and Texas Southern University, has been a classroom teacher in
the Fort Worth Public Schools for
nine years. He is active in educational
circles from the local to the national
level. He has held offices in the Fort
Worth Classroom Teachers Association
. and is president-elect of the TSAT Department of Classroom Teachers.
Mr. Starr has numerous professional
affiliations among which is a life
membership in National Educational
Association. He is also the president
of the Texas College Alumni.
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eachers
Retired~

Guidelines to
Language Teaching
Operation of a language laboratory
presents teachers and supervisors with
new and unique problems of scheduling lab use, supervision, discipline,
maintenance, choice and preparatio~ of
teaching materials, and methods:

MRS. LEE ETTA CARR

MRS. JIMMIE A. BAITY

MRS. JIMMIE A. BAITY, sixth
grade teacher, retired at the end of

MRS. LEE ETTA CARR, retired at
mid-year of the 1960-61 term. She had
been employed in the Waco Independent School District for sixteen years,
following employment in Washington
County, Somerville High School, and
Riesel. Mrs. Carr was in poor health
at the time of her retirement.

the 1960-61 school year because of poor
health.

Prior to employment at Kirk-

Wilson

School,

Mrs.

Baity

taught

many years at the old North Seventh
Street School (Barron Springs).

She

began her teaching career in the James

MRS. M. H. HODGES, visiting
teacher in the Waco Independent District. · She served Moore High, Oakwood Elementary, and Kirk-Wilson
schools for .fifteen years.

Some practical answers to these and
other questions about language la.boratory teaching, based on the author's
own language laboratory experience,
are found in "Guidelines to Language
Teaching in Classroom and Laboratory, " by Don R. Iodice, and published
by the Teaching Research and Technology Division of Electronic Teaching
Laboratories, Washington, D.C. Mr.
Iodice, an experienced teacher of French
and language laboratory methodology,
and a former member of ETL' s research staff, has directed language
laboratories in secondary schools, served
as Professor of Methodology at NDEA
Summer Language Institutes, and edited the ETL language newsletter,
" Communicate."
The book explores basic capabilities
of the language lab, its role in the foreign language curriculum, lists publishers and prices of teaching materials, and
has a bibliography of current literature
in the field. " Guidelines" is available
by mail order from ETL, 5034 Wisconsin Avenue, N.W., Washington 16,
D.C.

E. Guinn School, Fort Worth, during
the administration of Professor James
E. Guinn.

1961 TSAT

CONVENT19N
MEETS IN
HOUSTON.
NOVEMBER 23-25r

Installed President of CTA
Mrs. Gertrude V. Marshall, a teacher at the Bethune Elementary School,
Houston, was installed as president
of the Alpine Classroom Teachers Association. She will serve in this capacity for two years .
Mrs. Marshall is a native of Gay Hill
and received her bachelor of sc.~nce
· degree and master of arts degree from
Texas Southern University. She has
also certifiGates in supervision and administration from Prairie View A. & M.
College.
Her goal for the Alpine Classroom
Teachers Association is "a larger membership and greater participation."
MRS. GERTRUDE V. MARSHALL
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Mrs. Sandie
·Honored on
Retirement

The academic achievements of students from the school who have entered colleges throughout the nation attest to the fact th at high standards
of achievement have been set and maintai ned under her administration.

Representative
Teacher of the Year

Mrs. Sandie serves the community as
an ardent church worker, a membe~
of the Court of Calanthe· lodge, the
Harris County Principals' Association,
Negro Women 's Council, the YWCA,
the NEA, the Teachers State Association of Texas, and the National Elementary Principals Association.
Mrs. Sandie is married to Frank
Sandie and resides at 225 Armstrong
St., Clinton Park, Houston.

MRS. F. E. SANDLE

Mrs. F. E. Sandle who served as
principal of Fidelity Manor Elementary School in the Galena Park Independent School District for 38 years
was honored with a program called
"F. E. Sandie Night" upon her retirement April 20 . The program was held
in the high school auditorium.
Participating in the celebration were
the faculty and students of the school,
the PTA; C. W. Cunningham, superintendent of schools; other executives
of the Galena Park School Districts,
and friends from throughout the state.
Mrs. Sandie, a native of Huntsville,
was. graduated from Sam Houston
High School and received her Bachelor
of Science and her master's degrees
from Texas Southern University, Houston. She joined the Hopewell School
faculty as a classroom teacher in 1916.
She became principal of the Elmira
School in 1917, .and worked . in the
Huntsville schools from 1918 to 1923.
In 1923, Mrs. Sandie became principal of Fidelity Manor Elementary
School. During her tenure, the school
grew from a one-room building to a
modern 25 room -e lementary school,
and enrollment increased from 70 to
625.
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New Teacher
Appointed at
Kirk Wilson School
MISS LA
RUE
GILBERT was added to the KirkWilson faculty
for the 196162 term. She
holds the M.Ed
degree from
Texas Southern
University
with a major in
Social Science.
LUDORA V.
PRECIPHS
was added to
the Kirk - Wilson faculty for
the 1961 - 62
term . She received her B.
A. degree from
Clark College, i
Atlanta, Georgia, and attended Atl anta University and the University of Minnesota. Miss Preciphs taught seven years .
in the Atlanta public school system,
serving as homeroom teacher for kindergarten and first grade and instructor in Elementary Music in Rockdale
and Collier Heights E I e m e nt a r y
Schools.

WILLIAM CHARLES AKINS

William Charles Akins, Chairman of
the Social Studies Department, was se·lected as the "Representative Teacher of
the Year at the L. C. Anderson High
School, Austin. Mr. Akins, a graduate
of the L. C. Anderson High School, received the Bachelor of Arts degree from
Huston-Tillotson College, and has done
graduate work at Prairie View A.&M.
College and at The University of Texas. He is a member of W-esley Chapel
Methodist Church, Alpha Phi Alph1
Fraternity, The Capitol City Officials
Association, and he is an Explorer
Scout Advisor. He formerly taught at
the Booker T. Washington High
School in Marlin.

U. S. Morgan
High School Faculty
New Teacher: Mrs. Sadie Cuerington Bell of Cameron. She holds the
Masters' degree in Home Economics
from Prairie View A and M College.
Advanced Degrees Awarded:
·
Mrs. Lois M. Morgan, M. E. degree, Texas Southern University,
specialization in Elementary Education
Mrs. Hattie M. Latson, M. E. degree, Prairie View A and M College,
specialization in Elementary Education.
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TSU Law School Advances

t eceives Distinguished

,ervice Award

Texas Southern University School
of Law graduated the largest class in
the history of the Law School at the
1961 commencement.
Four of the graduates passed the
Texas Bar Examination and others are
following through with plans in other
states.
Many of the alumni are engaged in
varied areas of law practice. Lloyd H.
Ri~ey, former Law Librarian of the
Nine Circuit Court of Appeals, has
joined the staff of the Law Library of
the University of California, Los Angeles; Asberry B. Butler, Jr., is an
estate tax examiner in Philadelphia;
and First Lieutenant Joseph Fuller has
assumed a position in the Judge Advocate General's Office of the Army Air
Force.

MISS ELLIE ALMA WALLS

Miss Ellie Alma Walls, who retired
from teaching in the Houston Public
Schools in 1960 and who was TSAT
president in 1949, was honored at the
Eighty-seventh Annual Commencement
of Fisk University, Nashville, Tenn.,
June 2-6.
As one of a group of 14 members of the class of 1911, who assembled

for

the

15th

reunion,

The Law School faculty is receiving
honors through grants for study. Dean
Harry E. Graves has completed one
year of his two-year leave of absence
as Visiting Professor of Constitutional
Law at the University of Malaya in
Singapore. Kenneth R. Callahan will
be on ·academic leave for 1961-62 to do
post-graduate study at Columbia Uni'versity Law School.

HUNGRY SHEEP(Continued from Page 14)
an entry on a folder. Instead, each
',child must be viewed as a vibrantly
alive individual seeking mental, physical, and spiritual nourishment. There
must never come a time when qualitative teaching is sacrificed for quantitative teaching. Thus, if hunger is individual, feeding must be likewise.
.
Their diet must abound in that
which is imperishable. Indeed, we do
live in an age where the shifting sands
of time and change automatically force
us to modify some of our beliefs and
alter some of our ideas. True, in some
instances, we may even find it imperative that we totally abandon contentions and practices to which we have
tenaciously held for the major portion
of our lives. Few things seem dependable and fewer things seem permanent. If this can be baffling to a mature mind, it can be defeating to an
immature one. It follows then, that
our responsibility as teachers is to
reach far beneath the evanascence of
life and to find roots of immutability
upon which they may build their lives.
We must probe beneath that which is
transitory and lay firm · hold on that
which is unfleeting and enduring and
somehow give them food which defies
the laws of perishability. Ironically
enough, we mus~ impress upon them
the necessity of retaining stability in
the midst of powerful instability.
In the final assessment, their hunger
is our challenge. Will we feed them?

Miss

Walls was inducted into the Society
of Golden Sons and Daughters, a distinguished group of elder Fiskites. She
also, along with two other alumni, Dr.
Charles Wesley

and Dr. St. Elmo

Brady,

an

received

Alumni

Distin-

guished Service A ward.
The citation to Miss Walls was based
on her 45 years of teaching; newspaper
columnist; 34 years as Sunday School
Superintendent; a story-writer for Kindergarten Quarterly of the African
Methodist-Episcopal Church.
The citations were presented by Dr.
Ira B. Bryant, national president of the
Fisk Alumni Association.
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Materials Available
From School Library
Development Proiect
Free copies of special reports or.
the Leadership Conference prograrr
including a summary of Dr. Logsdon' ,
-address, a mimeographed transcriptior.
of Dr. Henne's talk, and several othe ·
bulletins, and tape recordings of D r.
Henne's address may be purchaseci
($2.75 each) or borrowed from the
SLDP office.

Austin Education Association
From left to right. Principal W. E. Pigford, Elaine Nunley, Patricia Bellinger, Barbara Deary,
Tyree Fowler, Ada East, Annie Harris, Alvin DeGrate, Barbara McAlister, Patricia Nunley and
Sponsor J. A. McDonald.

AUSTIN EDUCATION ASSOCIATION OBSERVES
TEACHER CAREER MONTH
The Austin Education Association
marked the fourth annual observance of
Teacher Career Month with a luncheon
honoring the L. C. Anderson High
School Chapter, Future Teachers of
America. Sims Elementary School was
the setting for the occasion. The program included introductions by Mrs. Vivian McDonald, words of welcome by
. Mr. John 0 . Belle, principal of Sims
School and a tour of the instructional
plant.
The nine L. C. Anderson High School
seniors, who composed the membership
of the F.T.A., were in attendance at the
luncheon. Vernon McDaniel, executive
secretary, Teachers State Association of
Texas, was the luncheon guest of the
F. T. A. Committee members attending
were Mesdames Vivian McDonald,
chairman; Mary E. Lovelady, Beulah
Thompson, Janie Harrison and Malon
Allen, president of A. E. A., Principal
W. E. Pigford, President-Elect, Hobart
Gains, Alvin Patterson and J. A. McDonald, Chapter sponsor .
34

The observance of Teacher Career
Month was initiated four years ago by
the National Education Association with
emphasis on the need to recruit young
people for the teaching profession. While
this activity has served as a vehicle for
promoting the national emphasis, it has
also contributed to the development of
a closer relationship between the Association and the student organization. A
reflection of this relationship has been
the presentation of the Association's annual scholarship to a member of the
F. T. A. This effort, initiated subsequent to the Teacher Career
Month observation, has embraced some
four scholarship presentations. The receipients include Dorothy Carter, 1958;
Charles Owens, 1959; Shirley Fowler,
1960; and Tyree Fowler, 1961. The
scholarship, named in honor of the late
Miss Mary J. Sims, is in the amount of
$200 and was first presented in 1953
to a member of the L. C. Anderson
High School graduating class.

A fiv-e-page bibliography of TOOL
FOR USE IN SCHOOL LIBRARY
DEVELOPMENT, listing free an
priced materials, with sources, is available (free) upon request. Also free
is a complete CHECKLIST of materials produced and/ or distributed by
the School Library Devdopment Project.
"The spoken word." A mimeographed bulletin, PROGRAM PLANNING, prepared from materials developed by the Library-Community
Project, outlines program techniques :
methods for presenting ideas and information to an audience . . . methods for obtaining audience participation . .. and methods for group discussion. Single copies of this bulletin are
free from AASL or SLDP. GETTING
THE MOST OUT OF DISCUSSION
(American Library Association, 1956;
5 copies, $1.00) is another useful
guide.
Address: AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF SCHOOL LIBRARIANS
50 East Huron Street
Chicago 11, Illinois

Quick I• Easy I• Private I
Any amount from $50 to $300-11 you need money
quick-t'Ul out and mall this ad for complete free
details. Completely t'onrldrntlal. No co-slcn~rs no
~nclor!ers. Friends. merchanll, school board w111' not
know you apply for a loan. You t'an make this loan in
the privacy of your home av MAIL on your sicnature
only. Repay In comenlent montbly payments, na pa)'•
ments on principal durinc summer ncatian. Cut eut
and mall this ad today for full detalll In plain tnnlope.

TEACHE:lu~~1:cal!":li~A:~•· P
Name
Address

•
.

City .. . . ..... . . .. ... . .... .. State ....•..
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Science Book-Lab
Series to be Issued

Essentials of Effective
Writing and Practice
For Effective Writing
by VINCENT F. HOPPER
and CEDRIC GALE,

New York University
The answer to the vexing question
of why Johnny can't write was probably
given some years ago in a retort attributed to Booth Tarkington. When
a youthful admirer paid him a somewhat dubious compliment to the effect
that his books were such easy r-eading,
the celebrated novelist replied, "Easy
reading, my boy, means damned hard
writing."
The authors of this new composition
text and accompanying practice book,
who have both taught composition for
many years at New York University,
ar,e convinced that there is no slick or
easy way to learn how to write. They recall that the outstanding speaking and
writing ability possessed. by the early
American statesman and divines was
based on years of intensive study and
practice of what was then called rhetoric, a subject which combined rigorous training in logic and close examination of words, sentence structure, and
paragraph development.
Although ESSENTIALS OF EFFECTIVE WRITING and PRACTICE
FOR EFFECTIVE WRITING were
created expressly for college freshman
composition courses
(remedial or
otherwise) , they offer a complete selfteaching course for the teen-ager or
adult. Aware of the haphazard preparation of so many high school students, the authors have created an intensive course which takes nothing for
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granted. The text begins with an examination of "The Word" (the parts
of speech and all special problems connected with nouns, verbs, adjectives,
etc.), then proceeds to analysis of
sentence structure and paragraph development, and concludes with instruction in the writing of complete compositions.
Anyone who is groping for certainty
in the art of written expression will be
delighted by this unusual combination
of clear and exact explanations and the
opportunity for immediate practice.
Here will be found the best techniques
for organizing material, for arranging
words in a sentence for clarity and emphasis, for ordering sentences in a par-a.graph that says sharply and exactly
what is meant, for supplying transitions to lead the reader from paragraph to paragraph, from beginning to
end, with the sense of reading pleasure
that only the trained writer can provide.
Barron's Educational Series,
Inc.
343 Great Neck Road
Great Neck, New York

Language
Training Aids
Language Training Aids has announc,ed a new catalog of correlated
visual and sound programs for foreign
language teaching. The catalog contains filmstrips and slides having
matching dialogs on tapes, records,
flashcards and other aids. Also included is a section containing equipment.
You can obtain a free copy by writing
to Language Training Aids, Inc.,
Boyds, Md.

The first four in the "Science BookLab" series - a new departure in book
publishing for young people of elementary school age - w11l be issued
this fall, it was announced by Basic
Books Publishers, New York.
Each resembling a giant " book" of
11 by 14 by 2 inches inside of
which is housed a hardcover volume
devot,ed to a single scientific subject,
with accompanying experiment materials - the "Science Book-Labs" bear
the imprint of Basic Booh' affiliated
Science Materials Center.
Consultants for the new series are
J. Darrell Barnard, president of the
National Science Teachers Association,
and Hy Ruchlis, former president of
the New York Federation of Science
Teachers.
Jet engines and rockets, magnetism,
air pressure, and seeds and growth are
the respective subj,ects of the first four
"Book-Labs," which are designed to be
used without adult supervision both by
individual youngsters at home and
groups of children in the classroom.
In each case, the hardcover books contained in the "Book-Labs" run to 48
pages, measure 8 ½ by 12 inches per
page, and are printed throughout in
two colors with abundant illustrations,
and with plastic-coated covers processprinted in four colors. Reading level
is geared to that of the third grade.
Within the "Book-Labs," books and
experiment materials are fix,ed in posi- .
tion on cut-out platforms. The outer
book-line package locks by means of
a heavy cardboard clasp. In addition,
to guard against loss or spillage, transparent plastic dishes are provided inside the "Book-Labs" so that loose materials may be stored until the next
use.

NDEA Report
A summary report of the National
Defense Education Act as admin istered
by the Office of Educati on submitted
under Public Law 8S-864 may be obtained by writing to the
United States Department of
H ealth, Education and
Welfare
Office of Education
Washington, D . C.
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